Room-temperature Y-type emission of perylenes by encapsulation within single-walled carbon nanotubes.
Fluorescent materials that exhibit large Stokes shifts are useful for suppressing aggregation-caused quenching. Controlling the self-trapped exciton (STE) states in organic dyes with a dimeric structure is one way of tuning Stokes shifts. However, this leads to the spectral broadening of the emissions at room temperature owing to the effects of the surrounding materials on the excited dimers. Here, we demonstrate the effects of confining organic dyes on their optical properties via the encapsulation of perylene molecules within single-walled carbon nanotubes. The encapsulated dimeric perylene exhibits fluorescence with large Stokes shifts and long lifetimes through the STE states. In particular, a noticeable emission of dimeric perylene is observed with a vibronic structure at room temperature; this resembles the Y-type emission of dimeric α-perylene crystals observed only at low temperatures. The results suggest that the isolation of the excited perylene dimers plays an important role in the occurrence of the room-temperature Y-emission.